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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

 

“This has been another tumultuous year in the history of 
South Africa and for many people, a year of both hope 
and despair. With the local government elections sending 
a clear message to the ruling party and an exponential 
increase in civil society activism, there has never been a 
more important crossroad for all of us as citizens and 
members of civil society in this country. 

 
Whilst our work continues to engage, activate and edu-

cate South Africans about the importance of embedding 

a culture based on strong values of democracy and hu-

man dignity, there is a new sense of urgency in the coun-

try. 

 As we navigate the murky waters of the transformation 

agenda, it seems that a new future is emerging that none 

of us fully understand. Racism, corruption, the destruc-

tion of universities and the fall of our currency all seem to 

paint a picture of gloom and doom.  

In such a situation our past history has little relevance. 

We need to start working with the complexity of our 

times, and perhaps it is time for all of us to take a collec-

tive breath, and become fully aware of the future possi-

bilities that we will face if we continue along this trajec-

tory. 

I believe that democracy is under threat and that all of 

us, individuals and organisations need to be engaged in 

critical discussions about our present context and how it 

should determine our work, and our contribution to the 

story of this country. 

The work of the DDP and likeminded organisations will 

continue to activate and educate but we have to find in-

novative ways to engage our citizens to mobilise the no-

tion of a collective South Africa and take ownership of 

our future. 

After evaluating our work, it was concluded that alt-

hough DDP has had a great impact while working with-

out a clear articulated strategy, it was necessary to have 

a vision and formulate a strategy with core areas of work 

that would guide us for the next 5 years.  

This included focusing more on general facilitation and 

design skills, mentoring, coaching and organisational de-

velopment facilitation. Also Monitoring, Evaluation and 

Documentation capacity and systems, as well as the 

management and development of the DDP methodology 

as a core organisational leadership function.  

As we usher in 2017, we will focus more on the imple-

mentation of the Vision 2030 pilot project (pg. 18), the 

City Alliance project in partnership with DUT and accom-

panying our partners to increase the impact of their work 

in the communities they serve.” 

Dr Rama Naidu.  
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION FOR 2016:  

LINKING PRACTICE TO IMPACT 

Paul Kariuki 

The DDP reconceptualised its programs for 2016 fol-

lowing a successful and formative evaluation of its 

work since its inception. This evaluation was in-

formed by a quest to make the influence of its work 

more visible.  Striking results have been achieved 

over the past twenty years. The organisation’s 

lasting impact has been at the level of inspiring and 

developing community-level, citizen leadership and 

local civil society organisations. The results of the 

evaluation showed that our impact is mainly in the 

following three core areas: 

 Citizens Engagement  

 Civil Society mentoring and strengthening 

 Community of Practice – a community of com-

munity builders that share our vision.  

 

In order to deepen its impact and move to a new 
level of work, characterised by the development of 
more equal partnerships (including building a Com-
munity of Practice that shares its vision); a more re-
sponsive monitoring and evaluation practice was 
needed. As such, a developmental monitoring and 
evaluation was deemed appropriate, underpinned 
by the concept of accompaniment and appreciative 
inquiry.  
 
The accompaniment model is underpinned by a val-
ue system that is based on DDP lived values of hon-
our, integrity, mutual respect and accountability. 
The DDP then “walks with” the partner organisation 
in its own journey, supporting it on any areas of 
work that multiply value for both organisations.  
This developmental evaluation was designed for in-
novative interventions in multifaceted environ-
ments, where the optimum approach and end-state 
are not known. It involves stakeholders understand-
ing the essence of intervention and its impact; sup-
ported by a tailored and evolving participatory eval-
uative inquiry; to quickly test assumptions, monitor 

progress and guide any programmatic and organisa-
tional adaptations. Essentially, developmental eval-
uation is designed to evolve along with the interven-
tion itself supported by programme staff, beneficiar-
ies and other relevant stakeholders. 
 
Given this background, the developmental evalua-
tion approach was deemed the best fit for capturing 
data on the complexity of the collaborative process-
es in developing and implementing this new strate-
gy.  It entailed the following aspects: 

 Data collection for the three core areas 

of work through Stories of Change – per-

sonal and/or organisational stories of 

impact observed as a result of the DDP 

interventions; 

 Facilitated participatory reflection ses-

sions in each of the areas; 

 Iterative staff participatory reflection on 

organisational change including organisa-

tional culture as a result of the new strat-

egy. The learning sessions have facilitat-

ed a co-owned process by the staff and 

added value by strengthening a learning 

culture within the organisation, the ulti-

mate driver of organisational change. 

To be successful in this pilot year of the new strate-
gy, the DDP monitoring and evaluation practice has 
consistently paid attention to the needs of individu-
al partners and organisations through its accompa-
niment model. Every effort has been made to learn 
from the interactions based on the model. The les-
sons will define follow up interventions for the next 
year, which essentially initiates the second phase of 
our revised strategy – which is consolidation of the 
accompaniment model.  
 
It was because of these changes that the DDP 
sought to complement the programmes with new 
staff that would assist with it. Mbalenhle Mkhize 
joined the team as the new Project Assistant as well 
as Sphesihle Masondo (Communications intern), 
Nqobile Myadi (Administration intern), Preme Pau-
les (Personal Assistant to the Director) and Nosipho 
Luthuli (Executive Communications Officer).  
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM 
 
Sthembiso Madlala 
 

DDP Local Government Intervention.  

Local government is a fairly new sphere of govern-

ment having finalised its legislative framework in 

2000. Being at the coalface of development, local 

government has a critical role to play in promoting 

local democracy and economic development. Public 

participation lies at the core of this interaction be-

tween the citizens and the municipality. One very 

critical gap that we identified as the DDP was the 

lack of cooperation among municipal stakeholders. 

This has resulted in tensions and community pro-

tests in many municipalities.  

The interventions focused on three rural municipali-

ties namely Umfolozi, Umzumbe, and Ilembe 

(KwaDukuza/Mandeni). The selection of the three 

municipalities was premised on our experiences in 

working with municipalities over the last twenty 

years; where we have learned that less resourced 

municipalities are more receptive to capacity en-

hancement interventions and the chances of coop-

eration among stakeholders are great. This criterion 

proved to be the catalyst for the success of these 

interventions.  

The success of the training and capacity building 

intervention can be attributed to a myriad of fac-

tors, from our planning and execution capacity to 

the flexible funder who was willing to explore possi-

bilities with us.    

The purpose of the intervention was to promote 

cooperation among all municipality stakeholders, 

thus contributing towards quality service delivery, 

effective public participation, pursuing a common 

vision and for stakeholders to hold each other ac-

countable. This was achieved by:  

 Creating conducive space and atmosphere for 

municipal stakeholders to understand their own 

roles and those of other partners within the 

context of developmental local government. 

 For participants to deepen their understanding 

of developmental local government. 

 To enable participants to collectively define par-

ticipatory spaces within the municipality and 

how these spaces could be gradually expanded. 

 Contributing towards building a sense of com-

munity among Local Government stakeholders, 

  Building participant’s capacity to monitor mu-

nicipal systems, processes and structures and 

know-how of corrective and better measures in 

case of deviations.  

 Exposing participants to the Municipal Legisla-

tive Framework, its intentions, applications and 

implications. 

 Promoting a collective and solution orientated 

approach through dialogue and constructive en-

gagement by all municipal stakeholders.     

 

Workshop Themes 

1. The Municipality legislative framework 

 The Municipal Structures Act 

 Section 152 of the Constitution 

 The Municipal Systems Act, 

2. The Local Government Act of 1993 

3. The roles and functions of different municipality 

stakeholders: 

Civil society structures 

 Traditional leaders 

 Municipal officials 
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 Councillors 

 Ward committees 

 The Integrated Development Plan 

4. Why is the IDP important 

 Different phases in the IDP 

 The role of community in the develop-

ment of the IDP. 

5. Batho Pele Principles 

6. Principles of Democracy 

7. Service delivery 

8. The Bill of Rights 

9. The roles and functions of different chapter 9 

Institutions: 

9.1. The Office of the Public Protector 

9.2. Commission for Gender Equality 

9.3. Commission on Religion and Culture 

 

The Impact of our intervention 

 We have developed strong partnerships 

at both community and municipality lev-

el. 

 Critical stories of change are emerging, 

where people have started to challenge 

the status quo. 

 Formation of the stakeholder’s forum to 

facilitate access to municipal services at 

community level and interact with the 

ward committees. 

 Revival of the ward committee forum. 

 Formation of the Local AIDS council.  

 Champions identified during the inter-

vention are already participating in other 

DDPs programs and are transferring 

skills and capacity back to their constitu-

encies. 

 We are receiving requests for more in-

terventions at community level. 

 There has been a report of increase 

community attendance and contribu-

tions in municipal processes such as 

council meetings and IDP consultative 

meetings. 

 Using the Batho-Pele principles, there 

are positive stories of people challenging 

government officials about poor service.  

This workshop was an eye opener for me” 

Thokozani Mzimela, traidional leadership rep-

resentative.  Umzumbe workshop partici-

pant. 

“I wish the government uses the same method of 

getting us involved and talking about our real issues 

instead of these useless Imbizos” 

Nombuso Shezi, community care giver. Dia-

logue participant from Mandeni. 

“Today, in our ward the Municipality will soon build 

houses, it’s all because of the knowledge I gained 

Umfolozi Partners in Transformation workshop that took place 

during 12-16 February . 
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from attending DDP workshops since 2014 and the 

exciting news is that after August 3, I might be a 

new councilor in my ward, because my party and the 

people nominated me, thanks to the DDP for all your 

contribution.”  

Umfolozi Municipality. Mduduzi Msweli, now a 

councillor. 

 

2016 Local Government Election Interven-

tions 

The prediction that the 2016 local government elec-

tions were going to be an unprecedented and a 

highly contested phenomenon, proved to be true in 

many ways. What many social commentators, politi-

cal analysts and the IEC failed to anticipate were the 

ground-breaking and epoch making outcomes of 

these elections, which have dramatically altered the 

socio-political landscape in South Africa.  

Objectives of the interventions: 

 To contribute towards attainment of 

free, fair and credible elections. 

 To observe whether designated officials 

execute their duties in an impartial, 

effective and efficient manner. 

 To enable civil society formations to col-

lectively contribute in entrenching a cul-

ture of democracy. 

 To be a deterrent to inappropriate be-

haviour and practices by our mere pres-

ence, and  

 To observe and document proceedings, 

deviations from the law, anomalies and 

good practices.  

 

Activities during the election period:  

 A party briefing session for all partici-

pating political parties was held. They 

signed a commitment statement, to par-

ticipate in all DDP events. 

  We identified election hotspot areas 

such as Folweni and intervened through 

community dialogues and democracy 

education workshops. 

 

Ready to Go: The DDP hosted a Political Parties Briefing on Fri-

day May 27, at Maharani Hotel. The purpose of the briefing was 

to introduce DDP’s Local Government Elections program to politi-

cal parties in order to solicit their input and ensure an inclusive 

participatory mechanism for parties and society. The program 

involved holding dialogues in various communities about the up-

coming local government elections on August 3.  

Inanda Fm and Vibe Fm in partnership with DDP hosted their political 

parties dialogue on July 27, 2016. The dialogue took place at the 

KwaBester Community Hall in KwaMashu and was a live broadcast 

aired by the two stations between 1pm to 5pm. Various political 

parties were invited to participate. However, four participated in the 

dialogue. These were namely the ANC, DA, EFF and COPE. 
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 We held political dialogues in various 

communities like Montclair, KwaMakhu-

tha and Lamontville prior the elections.   

 We witnessed an increase in the number 

of radio stations interviews, and the de-

mand for a civil society perspective on 

election related issues. New additions to 

our list of radio partners were the Ukhozi 

FM, Radio Al Ansaar, SAFM, Rise FM and 

Vuma FM. 

 Over the years DDP has developed strong 

and mutually beneficial partnerships with 

community radio stations in particular. 

This partnership is premised on the prin-

ciples of community participation, ac-

countability and transparency. DDP has 

effectively used the media to educate 

and engage citizens on issues pertaining 

to development and civil society voices. 

Community radio stations we work with 

include Radio Kwezi, Inanda fm, Vibe fm 

and Izwi Lomzansi.  

 One of the most interactive and effective 

mediums of conveying our message and 

engaging people on their perception, 

thoughts and attitudes on democratic 

processes such as voting is street thea-

tre.  The purpose of this was to raise 

awareness, educate and mobilise people 

to exercise their rights to vote. 

 Integrating democracy education in our 

existing programmes such as the DDPs 

Partners in Transformation workshops in 

three municipalities namely, Umzumbe, 

Umfolozi and KwaDukuza.  

 Constant planning and feedback 

meetings. 

 Signing a Memorandum of Understand-

ing and partnering with the IEC in hosting 

events and dialogues and 

 Training observers from different organi-

sations. 

The fun in democracy: Umlandisi Drama group performing a play 

about the importance of voting prior to the local government elec-

tions in August. The group performed in KwaMakhutha during a 

dialogue in the community about the elections. They also do de-

mocracy education street theatre for DDP. 

Disgruntled: DDP hosted a post elections dialogue at Folweni, a well

-known elections hotspot in SA. The dialogue took place on Septem-

ber 30. Folweni was troubled during LGE in August; making head-

lines for strikes, burnt down facilities and blocking roads as they 

were not happy with their electoral candidate.  
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Lessons Learned 

 

 In future we need to develop ways of monitoring 

and observing special votes, because that is 

where most of vote rigging and electoral fraud 

reportedly took place. 

 Collaborative efforts by civil societies should be 

based on the organisation’s competency and 

area of focus. 

 Fundraising and resource mobilisation should 

commence early and a dedicated team of fund-

raisers should be assembled, in order to ensure 

that we increase the number of areas we ob-

serve. 

 Democracy and voter education should be a 

continuous process, considering that within the 

next three years South Africa will have its na-

tional elections.   

 Our democracy and voter education processes 

started early, hence we were able to influence 

and dictate the election agenda. 

Coordinated and standardised training for observ-

ers. The training of master trainers was a very em-

powering exercise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Rama Naidu facilitating group discussions during the political party’s 

dialogue for the local government elections that took place earlier this 

year at the Maharani Hotel in Durban. The aim was for parties to un-

pack their manifestos and for the citizens to engage them on it. 

IEC Operations Manager 

Ntombifuthi Masinga 

speaking at the Local Gov-

ernment Elections Debrief 

and Reflection session that 

was held at the Maharani 

Hotel on September 5.  The 

purpose of the session was 

to reflect on the Observer 

Mission that the KwaZulu 

Natal Civil Society Organi-

sation Coalition (KZNCSOC) 

and the DDP embarked on 

during the elections.  
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CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS STRENGTH-

ENING AND MENTORING PROGRAM 

Paul Kariuki 

Through its civil society partners, DDP founded the 

KwaZulu Natal Civil Society Organisations Coalition 

(KZNCSOC) in July 2013 and formally launched it in 

August 2014. The aim of establishing this coalition 

was to give civil society organisations in KZN an or-

ganised and formalised platform, through which 

they can serve their constituents and engage with 

government as a reputable development partner 

with a voice.  

As one of the founding organisations, the DDP plays 

a significant role in this new formation, as a member 

of the Executive Committee and the convener of the 

democracy, good governance and human rights sub-

committee. Following the formative review, this 

program was cited as one where the organisation’s 

greatest impact was observed.  

This program entails promoting: 

 An active and effective local civil society 
leadership through targeted capacity 
building initiatives; 

 
 Effective civil society organisations capa-

ble of engaging with government at vari-
ous levels of governance through target-
ed advocacy and lobbying; 

 
 Greater cooperation between diverse 

citizens within a community through 
transformational dialogues; 

 
 Consolidating civil society voice national-

ly through the Ahmed Kathrada Founda-
tion (AKF), Open Government Partner-
ship (OGP), Inyathelo and internationally 
through the OGP network.  

 
In 2016, the program has achieved the following in 

each of the four areas above: 

 It has conducted 10 targeted capacity 
building workshops for the civil society 
sector aimed at enhancing their organi-
sational capacities to deliver on their 
mandates. The workshops covered topics 
such as online media strategies for NPOs, 
personal leadership, fundraising, building 
connected communities through trans-
formational dialogues, women in politics, 
creative writing for effective reporting as 
well as citizen advocacy and lobbying; 

 
 Through its partners in KZNCSOC, the 

DDP has made three submissions to vari-
ous government agencies on behalf of 

Ready to go: Election Observers from various organisations who make 

up the KZNCSOC at the press conference that was held in Diakonia 

Centre on August 2, 2016, to launch the election observer mission by 

DDP and the coalition. 

Writing to win: Delegates during the Online Fundraising workshop that took 

place at the Diakonia Centre on September 28, 2016. It was conducted by 

Communications and Partners Manager at Downes Murray International 

Marisol Gutierrez. The purpose of the workshop was to assist organisations 

with writing winning fundraising proposals that set them apart from other 

organisations and win the attention of the funder. 
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the civil society in KwaZulu Natal. The 
submissions were in response to the pro-
posed Green Paper on the Migration Act, 
the National Liquor Act and the High Lev-
el Panel on the Constitution led by the 
former President Kgalema Montlanthe; 

 

 Twenty community dialogues have been 
conducted in various communities 
throughout the greater Durban area and 
beyond, mobilising citizens to participate 
actively in their own local communities. 
One of the main highlights of the year 
was the deployment of the observer and 
monitors mission, where 400 observers 
and 28 violence monitors were deployed 
across KZN for the 2016 local govern-
ment elections, in which the DDP led the 
missions through the KZNCSOC. Other 
community dialogues have been con-
ducted as activities of other funded pro-
jects by the Freedom House and MOTT.  

 
 Through this programme, the civil society 

sector in KZN has gained significant repu-

tation in its engagement with govern-

ment at various governance levels as 

partners in promoting active citizenship 

in society. The need for a coherent and 

organised civil society sector has never 

been more urgent and through the pro-

gramme, the DDP is playing its part to-

wards progressive realisation of this ide-

al. 

 

Cyril’s Story (Diakonia Council of Churches) 

Leadership workshop at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, 4 

June 2016 

Cyril was invited by Fr. Sifiso Ndlovu of Roman Catholic 

Church at Imbali (Pietermaritzburg) parish in June 

2016 to facilitate a leadership workshop. He was 

The rocks: The Women in Leadership workshop that took place on 

the 4th-6th of October 2016 at the Lythwood hotel in Midlands. The 

workshop was aimed at women in leadership positions in NPOs. It 

focused on the concept of servant leadership and provided both 

skills and tools to connect authentically to citizens and communi-

ties.   

Digitally connected: Participants of the NGO Online Media Strategy 

workshop that took place at the Diakonia Centre on October 3, 2016. 

The workshop was hosted by the DDP and facilitated by e-

Communication specialist Ruen Govinder. It focused on how non-profit 

organisations can create online media strategies that help to support 

their causes by increasing their online visibility and gaining as well as 

engaging stakeholders effectively online.   

Participants at the Transformational Dialogue facilitated by Cyril 

which was held at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg on June, 4, 2016. 
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baffled when a sizeable number of Catholic leaders 

turned up for the workshop. To his shock, there were 

200 leaders present.  

Two problems arose. One, the sanctuary was too small 

for the numbers. The big carport attached to the sanc-

tuary was the only means to accommodate the num-

bers. Two, how could Cyril facilitate a workshop with 

200 leaders? How would participatory practice be im-

plemented with so many people? Normally, work-

shops accommodate 25 participants.  

Cyril had earlier had an informal discussion with Dr 

Rama Naidu DDP Executive Director, at Diakonia Coun-

cil of Churches, sharing the DDP Peter Block methodol-

ogy and had experience from previous DDP workshops 

he attended. The methodology surfaced in the ensuing 

discussions on the perfection of learning experience 

on the principles and art of conversation. 

 He had to devise, improvise and adapt his skills to en-

sure that everybody had a voice in the space. In order 

to ensure that everybody shared in the learning expe-

rience.  

He remembered quickly the discussions shared with 

Dr Naidu. Cyril asked all participants to sit in groups of 

5 and allowed a space for movements. As soon as that 

was been done, ground rules were set up, activities 

and discussions followed. The plan worked very well 

and Cyril wished that a session had been video-taped. 

At the end of the day, the outcomes had been 

achieved, activities undertaken, commitments made, 

gifts shared, goal reached and above all, some leaders 

wanted Cyril to support their work in their respective 

parishes.  

 

 

 

 

 

2016 POLITICAL FORUMS 

 

This year DDP had a total of four evening forums 

that were aimed at providing citizens with the op-

portunity to engage each other on topical issues 

about country, that subsequently affect them as citi-

zens. These were namely : 

“Celebrating 20 years of the SA Constitution” on 

April 26, “What is your contribution to the story of 

South Africa?” in partnership with the Global Organ-

isation People of Indian Origin (GOPIO) the Durban 

Chapter at Elangeni Hotel on September 17. The dia-

logue was to engage participants in addressing the 

fears, concerns, misconceptions and prejudices that 

currently exist amongst South African Indians about 

their future in South Africa. 

 Political analyst and commentator Aubrey Matshiqi 

also joined us on October 24 at Elangeni Hotel, 

speaking under the topic “Is SA on the cusp of a 

democratic breakthrough or are we heading towards 

democratic removal? “ 

On November 29, Professor in the School of Govern-

ance at Wits University and DDP board member Su-

Political analyst Aubrey Matshiqi at the political forum held Elan-

geni Hotel on October 24. The main topic was “Is SA on the cusp 

of a democratic breakthrough or are we heading towards demo-

cratic removal?” 
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san Booysen also joined us to present on the topic 

“Dominance and Decline: The ANC in the time of 

Zuma” which is also the title of her book. This forum 

marked one year since the book was launched and 

Aubrey Matshiqi returned as a respondent to her 

presentation.  

 

Community of Practice  

Rama Naidu 

For the past seven years DDP has been training a 

cadre of facilitators in a revolutionary and profound 

methodology that places citizens at the centre of 

development. The participants came from a number 

of different civil society sectors and embraced and 

applied the principles to their work. 

To date we have trained more than 250 facilitators 

and based on feedback from them we have recog-

nised the need to keep this community connected 

and strengthened with new tools and skills.  

In 2015 the first Community of Practice was piloted 

and participants were involved in constructing a 

model of how this work could be sustained. The ob-

jectives of the Community of Practice is to: 

 Provide a platform to share stories of 

success and failures 

 Support each other in their work 

 Acquire new skills and techniques to am-

plify the impact of their work. 

 Jointly undertake projects in order to in-

crease the reach and depth of our work. 

For the organisation it has meant a shift in empha-

sis from physically doing the work to one of men-

toring and coaching our partners to become the  

instruments through which our work gets done.  

This is an exciting and inspiring time for us as we 

embrace the idea of a strong civil society collective, 

with DDP being a catalyst for the democratic agen-

da.  

My personal reflection on working with DDP.  
  
“DDP has helped me to work with my own team 
better. There has been a significant change in the 
way we work. The session facilitated by Rama is al-
ways the point of reference.  
 
Our partnership during the election period left KRCC 
with stars (not scars). We tried by all means to do 
what we were ought to in an effective and efficient 
way. KRCC has never received affirmation even from 
the senior religious leadership in the province like 
now.  
 
Coming to elections in particular, our work rate and 

Right 2 Know Connecting Communities workshop that took at the 

Glenmore Pastoral Centre on 20-21 September.  

KZNCSOC Executive Member and KRCC Director, Mxolisi Nyuswa at the 

KZNCSOC conference that was held at the Maharani Hotel in Septem-

ber.  
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commitment wouldn’t have been where it was if it 
was not for DDP. It helped us in getting the mileage 
even in our own backyard. I am thankful for your 
confidence and trust in us. Thanks for believing in us 
as an organisation.  Sometimes I feel so special as if 
KRCC is the only organisation that you are working 
with. 
 
I don’t want to put the pen down without saying 
that your team is amazing. Professionalism, warmth 
and reliability are some of the qualities that describe 
your hard working soldiers. Even the one you think is 
not senior enough is as good as the senior one. Con-
gratulations for that. I have taken home a number of 
lessons from them in every space we find our-
selves.    
 
I will try by all means to give the best possible coop-
eration in our work. I don’t want to get the point 
where you regret working with Mxolisi or KRCC.   
 
Lastly, I have no doubt that if I get off the track you 
won’t hesitate to point that out.” 
 

Mxolisi Nyuswa, KRCC Director.    

 

 

 

Youth in Democracy 

 
Brian Bhengu 

This year the DDP youth desk was intent on ensuring 

that the work surrounding youth, was valued as 

much as any other DDP intervention. We ensured 

this by steady recruiting youth-based and youth-led 

organisations, introducing networking spaces and 

themed workshops for the past year. The various 

workshops spoke to the following titles: 

 Organisational Development models 

 Strategic planning for organisations 

 Professionalisation of youth work 

 Understanding gender in the workplace 

 Building sustainable partnerships and 

networks 

The work of the Youth Desk in 2016 addressed the 

following objectives: 

 Engaging youth organisations in a critical 

reflection of their work and the state of 

youth in their communities.  

 Assessing skills and knowledge gaps. 

 A network of youth workers whose expe-

rience can be harnessed and shared 

 A site for exchanges of views about how 

current policy, and social dilemmas 

affected growth. 

 Enhancing skills and knowledge of youth 

workers. 

 Improving impact of youth work in local 

communities. 

Possibilities: Delegates at the DDP methodology Connecting Communi-

ties workshop that was facilitated by DDP Director Rama Naidu at the 

Premier Hotel from 19-21 October 2016. Participants in the workshop 

included DDP staff, partners and potential partners. 
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 Creating networks of capable and effec-

tive leaders. 

 Strengthening partnerships between DDP 

and local youth organisations. 

Working together 

A core feature for the Youth Desk this year, was the 

collaborative efforts it pursued with its partners in 

various communities. Such interventions included 

the mobilisation towards the Youth Day Dialogue 

and the annual DDP Youth Indaba, where we includ-

ed the expertise of our partner organisations such 

as Youth Inter-Active, Young Men Christian Associa-

tion (YMCA) and Mariannridge Coordinating Com-

mittee. The reach of the project was beyond the ini-

tially envisaged 5 communities; it also included are-

as such as Clermont, KwaSanti and as far as North of 

KZN in the rural community of Umhlabuyalingana. 

Core to the success of the various partnerships was 

both the formal and informal opportunities for en-

gagement that were made available. These included 

allocated time for networking after content sessions 

during workshops, the provision of a meeting venue 

at the DDP seminar room, and the creation of 

themed WhatsApp groups among other things. 

A year in review 

The focus on building the capacity of youth organi-

sations and not being direct implementers of pro-

jects in community seems to have worked well for 

the limited staffing at DDP. Given the nature of 

DDP’s oversight and accompanying role, younger 

and newer organisations were given an opportunity 

to thrive in the work they do in communities; with 

the opportunity to be able to seek logistic and de-

sign assistance from DDP when they were unable to 

complete a planned action because of certain cir-

cumstances. 

Critically, the work appears to not only have shifted 

the way in which individuals see their work in com-

munities, but also the way in which the organisa-

tions themselves have responded to the work has 

been interesting. A few of the noteworthy accom-

plishments include: 

 Menzi Qwabe, 26. 

(Zethembe Wenze 

Umehluko Youth Or-

ganisation), from Um-

hlabuyalingana has 

been at a number of 

DDP workshops, and 

even travelled to the 

KZNCSOC conference 

on his own.  

Menzi became aware of 

DDP and the youth desk 

through the Activate 

Change Drivers network, 

with which DDP has had 

an informal working re-

lationship with. His story 

is starkly different be-

cause of the way in 

which Menzi showed his 

commitment to the process. He would attend the 

workshop, and then replicate the same process for 

his organisation and peers in Umhlabuyalingana. 

This commitment became so apparent that there 

was a willingness from the Youth Desk to host a I count: The Youth Dialogue participants wearing trendy bucket 

hats at the Premier Hotel on June 16 2016.  

Going far: Menzi Qwabe at the 

Youth Dialogue in his hometown 

Kwa-Mhlabuyalingana. The dia-

logue was in partnership with 

Qwabe, Activate and the DDP. It 

was about The role of young peo-

ple in Social Entrepreneurship and 

its impact on local government at 

Kwa-Mhlabuyalingana 
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Youth Dialogue in the area, which took place on the 

21st of October 2016. Talking to DDP Qwabe said:  

“I am thankful for the support that DDP has showed 

my community and I. DDP has enlightened me and 

expanded my thinking capacity. It has helped my 

community especially the youth and equipped us 

with various skills because even though I am the one 

that usually goes to the workshops, I come back to 

share. I have shared this knowledge with at least 60 

or more youth in my community. Through the NYP, 

DDP has taught us to effectively use our rights as 

young people and the policies that guide us. I like 

DDP because their leaders (facilitators) are accessi-

ble, I am never afraid to approach them, I am al-

ways welcome. It has also helped me with the way I 

work because previously I was involved in cam-

paigns but they were ineffective but now I know how 

to run an effective campaign that bears fruit. It has 

taught me to be connected because going to their 

workshops, I also meet like-minded people whom I 

have started to work with. It is because of this that I 

am sure that in 5 years’ time I will be far with my 

life. “ 

 Mandisa Makhanya, 

25, is a member of 

Youth Inter-Active, 

which is a strong 

partner of DDP, rep-

resenting the Inan-

da, Ntuzuma and 

KwaMashu (INK) ar-

ea. She states that 

her involvement in 

the capacity building 

workshops hosted 

by DDP, has impact-

ed her so much that 

in late September, 

she decided to start 

her own Body Ther-

apy business. She is 

grateful for the investment that DDP has made 

by prioritising youth workers as a core compo-

nent of how we develop our influence. She said: 

“DDP changed my life personally and professionally. 

The workshops they conduct are not just work-

shops, they are life changing channels for young 

people like myself. As a community development 

graduate I used to think that government will give 

me a job since I went to school and got educated 

which is claimed to be the "key to success".  

Thanks to DDP now I know that I am the key to 

success. I know that even though I am a graduate, 

I am a brand myself and I have decided to start a 

business with the skills that I have and with the 

lessons learned.  I hope that someone else will find 

the inspiration that I have found with DDP.”  

 Ndumiso 

Sokhela, 29, 

initially joined 

the workshops 

as a station 

head for the 

Hammersdale 

Activate station. 

Having shown 

enthusiasm and 

keenness for 

acquiring 

knowledge 

about all things 

‘Youth Develop-

ment’, he be-

came involved 

as a member of 

the KZN branch 

of an organisation called Africa Unite. Ndumiso 

notes that his involvement with the DDP work-

shops has increased his own administrative and 

planning capacity, to the extent that he regis-

tered his own entity, where he lists his services 

related to public speaking and process facilita-

tion. He said: “The Youth Indaba was the turning 

point for me. There I got to learn about the Na-

Mandisa Makhanya during the 2nd 

Annual Youth Indaba that took place 

from 30 June to 1 July 2016 at the 

Premeir Hotel.  

Ndumiso Sokhela with Mam’Zwane at the 

end of day three of the Connecting Com-

munities workshop that was held at the 

Premier Hotel on October 19-21 2016. 
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tional Youth Plan which is the way for the youth 

in South Africa because it also teaches us about 

how we can get involved in local government 

and communities. It is now easier for me to talk 

with knowledge and from a point of understand-

ing. The workshops have taught me how to be-

come my own brand. With the knowledge I ac-

quired from DDP, I started my own business 

called Untu Innovations where we provide the 

services of public speaking and process facilita-

tion. Through DDP I have also had the opportuni-

ty to facilitate some of their program because 

they saw my worth and value.”   

Regional Work: Namibia and Lesotho  

Rama Naidu 

Over the past several years the DDP has been 

acknowledged as a thought leader when it comes to 

issues of citizen participation and community mobi-

lisation. Our staff have extensive practical and theo-

retical knowledge in this arena of work. As a conse-

quence, the organisation has been asked to do 

some specialised work in the region in the areas of 

local governance, decentralisation and citizen acti-

vation. 

In 2015-2016 the DDP worked in Lesotho and Na-

mibia. This has given the organisation a regional 

presence and allowed us to spread our learning 

more widely. We hope to maintain our presence in 

the region. We have been contracted by GIZ in Leso-

tho and the KAS offices in Namibia to undertake 

specific work around monitoring and evaluation, 

and building democracy (based on our work in Ma-

lawi for the European Union). 

We are presently engaging with KAS to initiate a re-

gional sharing amongst institutional and regional 

KAS programs in order to further enhance the im-

pact of our programs both nationally and regionally. 

 

Partners for Possibility (PfP) 

Rama Naidu 

One of our biggest areas of work has been the 

schools in South Africa. We have joined hands with 

a national program aimed at bringing business part-

ners and school principals to address the issue of 

the involvement of communities in the schools. For 

DDP, School at the centre of community, is a power-

ful call to citizens to take part in their own develop-

ment in a very tangible way. To date this program 

has initiated almost 500 partnerships and impacted 

more than 100 000 students, and more than 1000 

educators. 

DDP is currently contracted to facilitate all the Com-

munity Building workshops throughout South Africa 

and this is taking our methodology and theory of 

change into all parts of the country. 

 It is envisaged that this new entry to both business 

and schools will affect students, business leaders, 

school management and parents. We have held 

three regional masterclasses for stakeholders in or-

der to further unpack our methodology as well as to 

brainstorm innovative ways in which we can acti-

vate communities to get more involved in their 

schools and the future of their children. 

 

 

Participants at the 2nd Annual Youth Indaba. The conference took 

place from 30 June to 1 July 2016 at the Premier Hotel in Pinetown.  
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Vision 2030 

Rama Naidu 

In our attempt to mobilise the nation towards a na-

tional goal and vision, the organisation has adopted 

the National Development Plan (NDP) as the means 

to achieving this. The aim has been to demystify the 

NDP and make it accessible to communities and mu-

nicipalities in a way in which they can begin to see 

the alignment between local ward based, municipal, 

regional and national plans and link all of these to 

VISION 2030 in a pragmatic way. The NDP remains 

the only widely accepted document which reflects 

the nation’s aspirations for the best future. 

With the intellectual input from a design team, DDP 

has produced a set of posters and a resource book 

that will be launched in 2017 in our work with local 

municipalities. It is further envisaged that this will 

receive the endorsement of the National Planning 

Commission and be rolled out nationally. 

On 23-25 November we held a highly intensive NDP 

workshop at the Premeir Hotel in Pinetown. About 

25 members mainly from our various civil society 

partners as well as municipal officials, retired aca-

demics and specialists attended to learn more about 

the NDP, to test the its materials and develop a lo-

calised NDP Implementation Plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We belong together in the spirit of Ubuntu. 

Imagine Our Best Future:  The Vision 2030 workshop manual that 

was developed by the DDP to aid with its program for 2017 to pop-

ularise, interrogate and manifest the NDP. 
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List of Partners for 2016 

Provincial Partners  

 KwaZulu Natal Civil Society Organisation 

(KZNCSOC) 

 Greater KwaMakhutha Community Foun-

dation (GCKF) 

 Folweni Community Resource Centre 

(FCRC) 

 Mariannridge Coordinating Committee 

(MCC) 

 Youth Inter-Active (YIA) 

 Activate! Change Drivers  

 Greater Durban YMCA  

 African Solidarity Network (ASONET) 

 KwaZulu Natal Christian Council (KZNCC) 

 KwaZulu Regional Christian Council 

(KRCC) 

 

Community Radio Stations  

 Radio Kwezi  

 Inanda fm  

 Vibe fm  

 Radio Highway 

 Izwi Lomzansi  

 Sajonisi fm  

 Itheku fm Community Radio  

 

National Partners  

 Ahmed Kathrada Foundation  

 Good Governance Learning Network  

 Symphonia for South Africa  

 Open Democracy Advice Centre  

 

 

 

 

Social Media Activity 

Our social media pages were also busy this year, 

with our supporters actively engaging us during dia-

logues and the various conferences that we had this 

year. We have kept our loyal followers and gained 

new ones along the way. Here is a summary from 

our most active platforms: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Facebook Followers 825 

Twitter Followers 615 

Website Visitors  3017 
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Seminars as facilitated by the DDP to date this year:       

Aktenzeichen / Reference code : A10230000V  DDP 2016 YTD 

Month:    Sep-16       

Nr. Datum Ort TN Stab  

          Seminar Costs for JANUARY - 037 

      0   JANUARY 

          YTD January 2016 
            

          Seminar Costs for FERBRUARY - 037 

          FEBRUARY 

         YTD February 2016 

1 15-17/02 Durban Diakonia 17 5 
Your Voice Your Choice-Turning information 
into action - 009 

2 25-26/02 DDP 1 10 Strat Plan- DDP vision 2016 - 039 

3 7-9/03 Diakonia Durban 20 2 Press and Politics - 010 

4 16/03 Coastland Durban 104 13 Provincial Launch Anti-Racism Network - 038 

5 17/03/16 Belaire Durban 22 10 Book Launch Imagined Liberation - 038 

            

          Seminar Costs for MARCH -037 

      164 40 MARCH 

      164   YTD MARCH 2016 
6 2/11/2016 AGM-DDP 6 9 2015 AGM -036 

7 4/6/2016 DDP 7 2 KZNCSOC executive -011 

8 4/16/2016 City Hall Durban 168 4 DDP/IEC Elections Dialogue on elections and 

9 4/26/2016 Diakonia Durban 19 3 ARNSA follow-up meeting  DDP-038 

      200 18 Seminar Costs 037  -    APRIL 

          APRIL 

      364   YTD April 2016 

10 4/26/2016 Elangeni 81 9 
PF- Celebrating 20 yrs of our constitution DDP-
001 

 11 5/4/2016 DAG Café C.Town 20 1 
Civil Society meeting discuss Open Government 
Partnership (OGP) - 009 

 12 5/19/2016 Diakonia Durban 63 6 KZNCSOC- The Tech 4 Good NGO Day - 011 

          Seminar Cost - MAY 

      164    

      528   YTD May 2016 
13 2016-04-19/21 Diakonia 35 5 Fundraising online for NPO DDP-008 

14 5/18/2016 
Isibonelo Kwa 
Mashu 5 1 

Human Rights explained through Art medium 
DDP -005 

15 5/27/2016 Maharani 17 8 Political Parties Stakeholder meeting DDP-017 

16 2016-05-20/21 Kwa Mashu Hall 30 3 
Kwa Mashu Youth Community Dialogue DDP-
005 

17 5/28/2016 Crawford La Lucia 31 1 Youth Dialogue DDP-005 

18 5/31/2016 
African Gospel 
Church 56 5 Folweni Community Dialogue DDP-018 

19 6/16/2016 Belaire Suites 11 2 KRCC Leadership & Governance DDP-039 
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          Seminar Costs DDP-037 JUNE 

      185   JUNE 

      713   YTD JUNE 2016 
20 13-Jul Maharani Hotel 130 17 Election Debate DDP-018 

21 25-26/05 Diakonia 8 2 Asonet leadership and strategic planning DDP-012 

22 17-Jun Premier Hotel 122 8 Youth Dialogue DDP-005 

23 06-30 - 07/01 Premier Hotel 93 16 Youth Indaba DDP-006 

24 4-Jul Diakonia 27 4 Recruitment and Induction DDP-042 

25 12-Jul DDP 11 1 Mapping Visions Follow-Up DDP-009 

26 6-8/07 Premier Hotel 26 4 Advocacy Lobbying & Campaign DDP-016 

27 7-9/07 La Mercy Beach 30 2 Kwa Mashu Youth Capacity Building DDP-011 

28 July 2016 Durban   26 Deployment Observer Monitors- DDP-042 

          Seminar Costs DDP-037  JULY 

      447    

      1160   YTD JULY 2016 
29 24-26 June Brahman Hills 11 6 Theory of you DDP- 009 

30 30-Jun DDP 11 1 Mapping Visions  DDP-009 

31 27-Jul Bester Hall 190 3 Election Dialogue DDP-018 

32 29-Jul Kwa Makhutha Comm Hall 130 5 Election Dialogue DDP-018 

33 29-Jul DDP 13 6 Cornubia Community Dialogue DDP -012 

34 3-Aug Ethekwini 61   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 

35 5-6 Aug Premier Hotel- Pinetown 29 4 Youth Leadership DDP-BM- 045 

36 3-Aug Ethekwini 18   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (Asonet) 

37 3-Aug Ethekwini 12   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (MCC) 

38 3-Aug Ethekwini 18   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (Blacksash) 

39 3-Aug Ethekwini 71   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (Diakonia) 

40 3-Aug Ethekwini 18   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (YMCA) 

41 3-Aug Ethekwini 30   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (FCRC) 

42 3-Aug Ethekwini 20   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (YLA) 

43 3-Aug Ethekwini 36   Election Observer Mission DDP- 042 (CLRDC) 

44 22-Jul Diakonia 29 4 Reflective Analysis -042 

45 23-Jul Addington Prim School 63 5 Africa Day Dialogue - 012 

46 26-27 July Emakhosini Hotel 26 16 Arnsa provincial steering committee - DDP-038 

47 1-Aug Diakonia 28   Reflective Analyses -042 

48 19-20/08 Premier Pinetown 34   Professionalisation of Youth - BM 011 

49 26-27/08 Premier Pinetown 35   Follow-up Professionalisation of Youth - BM 011 

50 August Ethekwini 200   Using Theatre to educate on importance of voting BM-040 

          Seminar Costs - AUGUST 

      1083   AUG 

            

      2243   YTD AUG 2016 
51 3-Aug Northern KZN 81   Election Observer Mission -KRCC - BM-042 

52 15-Aug DDP House 2 2 KZNCC De-brief  Elections BM-019 

53 24-Aug DDP House 9 12 Diakonia Transformation Dialogue BM-012 

54 30-Aug Diakonia 28 3 Elections violence monitoring Reflective Analyses work-

55 1-2 Sept La Mercy North Coast 30 2 Capacity building; funding/ethics/regulations BM-011 

56 5-Sep Elangeni Hotel 34 7 2016Elections- Observer mission monitors reflection - BM-

57 15-Sep DDP House 12 2 GKCF - partner possibilities for 2017 collaboration BM-011 

58 15-16 Sept DDP House 29 4 AVP alternative to violence preliminary -BM 012 

59 17-Sep Elangeni Hotel 68 3 
Gopio dialogue- Your contribution to the story of South 
Africa BM-001 
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60 17-Sep DDP House 7 1 MCC- partner possibilities for 2017 collaboration - BM 011 

61 20-21 Sept Glenmore Pastoral 21 2 R2K Community Building - BM-012 

          Seminar Costs -SEPTEMBER 

      321   SEPTEMBER 

      2564   YTD SEPT 2016 

NR DATUM ORT TN   THEMA 

62 25-Jul Diakonia 22 6 Observer training  

63 Jul-Aug Kranskop    Radio Khwezi talkshows 

64 23-Sep Blue waters hotel 21 3 KRCC Monitors Project Evaluation 

65 23-Sep Oude Molen Technical High      Symphonia community building workshop 

66 24-Sep KwaMuhle Museum 58 1 Asonet Cultural Day 

67 28-Sep Diakonia 22 10 Online writing workshop 

68 30-Sep Folweni Gospel Church 70 5 Folweni Post Election community dialogue 

69 3-Oct DDP House 7 3 Partner meeting with Lamontville 

70 4-6 October  Lythwood Lodge 29 1 Women in leadership 

71 6-7 October  Premier hotel 35 5 youth capacity building workshop 

72 11-Oct DDP House 7 2 Partner meeting with Sydenham 

73 12-14 Oct Lythwood Lodge     
Leading yourself leading others- personal mastery work-
shop 

74 17-Oct Coastlands hotel 29 10 KZNCC,DDP Poste elections report launch 

75 21-Oct Umhlabuyalingana Hall 77 2 Youth Community Dialogue 

76 27-Oct Diakonia     Youth Evaluation workshop 

77 3-Oct Diakonia     online strategies workshop  

78 19-21 Oct Premier hotel     Connecting communities workshop 

79 24-Oct Elangeni Hotel     Public forum  

80 3-Nov       Symphonia community building workshop 

81 23-25 Nov Premier hotel      NDP Vision 2030 training  

82  29-Nov  Elangeni Hotel      Public Forum  

83 30-Nov DDP House      AGM  

84 9-Nov the Benjamin     Symphonia community building workshop 

85 10-11 Nov 
Ongegund Lodge and confer-
ence     GGLN Managers forum 

86 14-15 Nov Sunnyside park hotel     Local Government conference with SALGA  

87 16-17 Nov       Symphonia community building workshop 

88 13-14 Sept       KZNCSOC Conference 

89 22-Nov DDP House     Community Radio Meeting 

            

            

MOTT ACTIVITIES 
1 7-11 March Umzumbe 45   PIT/IDP Training 

2 4-7 April Ilembe 205   PIT/IDP Training 

3 28/8-2/9 Ilembe 51   PIT/IDP Training 

4 4-Mar Umfolozi 97   Community Dialogues 

5 18-Mar Umzumbe 79   Community Dialogues 

6 15-Apr KwaDukuza 104   Community Dialogues 

7 20-24/4 Bellaire Suites 45          Evaluation workshop 

8         Radio Khwezi Talkshows 

9        Inanda FM Talkshows 

10        IkusasaLethu community radio talkshows 

11        Izwi Lomanzi talkshows 

12           
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Regional- Lesotho 
1 11-19 Jan       PISA training  

2 25-30 Sept       PISA training  

            

            

78 Meetings with partners 
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Democracy Development Program NPC 

(Registration number 1981/000098/08) 

Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2015 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

Figures in Rand Note(s) 2015 2014                                                                                                     Note(s)                            2015                            2014  

  
Revenue - grant income 

      

Foundation for Human Rights     
Freedom House    251,840 
GIZ     
Global Public Participation     
The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation    617,644 
The Kondrad Adenauer Stiftung    6,268,163 

    7,137,647 

Programme and Project costs 
      

Programme costs   (2,085,124) (3,060,967) 
Project costs    (1,121,934) 

     

Gross surplus    2,954,746 

Other income       

Rental income    162,514 
Vat input claims relating to previous years, net of recovery costs    543,547 
Local Government Conference    47,809 
Xenophobia Refugee Fund     
Sundry income- recovery of expenses    480,569 
Interest 10  353,344 

     1,587,783 
  
Expenses (Refer to page 21) 

    
 

  
 

Operating profit    1,145,565 
Fair value adjustments     

Profit for the year    1,108,770 

Other comprehensive income     

Total comprehensive income for the year    1,108,770 
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Democracy Development Program NPC 

(Registration number 1981/000098/08) 

Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2015 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

Figures in Rand Note(s) 2015 2014                                                                                                        Note(s)                            2015                            2014  

Operating expenses       

Activity 2 Refugee Fund     
Advertising     
Auditors' remuneration 12   
Bank charges     
Cleaning     
Consulting fees     
Depreciation, amortisation and impairments    
Electricity and water     
Employee costs ( includes part of executive directors' emoluments ) 14   
Entertainment     
Foundation for Human Rights     
Freedom house     
Hire     
Insurance     
Lease rentals on operating lease    532 
Legal expenses     
Levies     
Municipality rates     
Newspapers     
Office expenses     
Postage     
Printing and stationery     
Repairs and maintenance     
Security     
Software expenses     
Staff development     
Subscriptions     
Telephone and fax     
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